
From: Thomas Blankenhorn <thomasinventions@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Sunday, November 10, 2013 11:11 PM 
To: Levin, Garrett; Strategic Plan 
Subject: My comment in making the USPTO better plus insisting on justice with my name as 

inventor ... 

You will see it in the leading statement and bottom of page of: 

http://freeidea2society . blogspot. com/. 

I have corresponded with the USPTO since around 1997 regarding nikkomycin Z formulations that I invented and have 
evidence of it. Yet your agency refuses to have justice and prefers to have the wrong named inventors. This was the hold
up in me making a timely patent application for visual menus for automated call distribution which I came up with in April 
2002 and shared the idea with a friend who could attest to it as she worked in the auto insurance company I just started to 
be insured with in Grants Pass Oregon and I told her within the first week of knowing her. I first wanted to have the 
USPTO have my name on the nikkomycin Z patent and had to go through members of Congress to try to make it happen 
but even that didn't work. Your agency is so full of injustice how could anyone have ANY FAITH IN THE USPTO? Well, by 
2006 came around I figured I better get on it and had to encounter a person at the USPTO who had a poor grasp of 
English - apparently a foreign-born person and whom caused me so much trouble with my patent application. Not only 
that but your supposed automated process back then was ridiculous in the sense that (t required also a document of of 
authorship that should have been AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED by the keyed entries a person makes when making 
the online application. I was then assessed a $65 fee for a single insignificant form. HOW RIDICULOUS! 

I would have a hundred patents or at least that many applied for but the costs are far too much. On my site referenced, I 
suggest the first patent to any individual in his/her lifetime be FREE (and maybe even two of them). THIS WOULD SPUR 
INNOVATION. But evidently you have persons at the USPTO earning hundreds of thousands of dollars and not able to 
figure this out. reminds me of ME inventing the "FOREVER STAMP" concept and the USPTO wanting to cause me 
trouble by not awarding me a small sum per their program to do so - they have no recorded record earlier than mine for it 
and so they just toyed with me. I am having to earn an average of POVERTY LEVEL wages on account of bad luck 
everywhere I go, and I invented and improved so many processes as a scientist, so much so they employer couldn't 
handle a mere mathematics major doing all that while the PhDs in biology and chemistry were not. So sad, eh? Go look at 
my other links below if you want to see how society is not benefiting from myself. 

Now, how about you\~ agency starts to incorporate justice? Get my name on the transdermal nikkomycin Z formulations. 
Richard hector and Adam Sabouni did not make them. Go view my first link above for the proof. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Blankenhorn 

Of immediate concern: 
http://classactionfed . blogspot. com/ 

http://seekingalpha.com/article/1 001 001-the-negative-1 O-gdp-growth-unmasked 

http://seekingal pha. com/article/989991-th is-2x-overpriced-stock-market 

"God Gave You a Brain; Use It!" 
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B004FPYUGG 
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PLUS FREE EXTRAS TO ABOVE BOOK: 
http://tlextras.blogspot.com/ ' 
http://proposedsolutions. blogspot. com/ 

You may even find one or more of the following sites instructive: 
http://fairwagedetermination.blogspot.com/ 
http://homepriceevaluator2.blogspot.com/ 
http://bankruptUSA.blogspot.com/ 
http://freeideas2society.blogspot.com/ 
http://maleantifertilityagent.blogspot.com/ 
http://antioxidantcomparison.blogspot.com/ 
http://stockmarketrealities.blogspot.com/ 
http://world-enlightener.blogspot.com/ 
http://guals2Iead.blogspot.com/ 
http://chemicalassign ment. blogspot. com/ 
http://msftexceladdins. blogspot. com/ 
http://ellipsesummary.blogspot.com/ 
and more ... 

Patent that might have been conferred to me had the USPTO recognized my date of conception that would be evidenced 
by sharing with a close friend in early 2002: 

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/y200S/0066015.html 
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